Abstract. We study the low-lying zeros of L-functions attached to quadratic twists of a given elliptic curve E defined over Q. We are primarily interested in the family of all twists coprime to the conductor of E and compute a very precise expression for the corresponding 1-level density. In particular, for test functions whose Fourier transforms have sufficiently restricted support, we are able to compute the 1-level density up to an error term that is significantly sharper than the square-root error term predicted by the L-functions Ratios Conjecture.
Introduction
The connection between zeros of L-functions and eigenvalues of random matrices first appeared in Montgomery's seminal paper on the pair correlation of zeros of the Riemann zeta function [Mo] , where he proved that for suitably restricted test functions the pair correlation of the zeros of ζ(s) equals the pair correlation of the eigenvalues of random matrices from the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE). This work was later complemented by extensive numerical calculations of the zeros of ζ(s) by Odlyzko [O1, O2] that gave outstanding evidence for the agreement between local statistics of these zeros and the corresponding GUE statistics. It has also been shown that the nlevel correlations of the zeros of ζ(s) agree with the corresponding GUE statistics, again for suitably restricted test functions [H, RS1] .
In the work of Rudnick and Sarnak [RS2] , it is shown that the n-level correlations of zeros of primitive automorphic L-functions all agree with the GUE statistics. However, it was predicted by Katz and Sarnak [KaS2, KaS3] that by looking at low-lying zeros of families of L-functions, one should expect different statistics, which correspond to statistics of eigenvalues coming from scaling limits of certain compact Lie groups, specifically one of U (N ), O(N ), SO(2N + 1), SO(2N ) and Sp(2N ).
Our purpose in the present paper is to study the low-lying zeros of the L-functions attached to the family of quadratic twists of a given elliptic curve E over Q. We assume that E is given in global minimal Weierstrass form as
where a, b ∈ Z. The discriminant of E equals
and is necessarily non-zero. We denote the conductor of E by N E and recall that for p > 3 we have p | N E if and only if p | ∆ E . In general the conductor of an elliptic curve is a rather subtle object. However, for our purposes it will be enough to note that for all elliptic curves over Q the conductor is at least 11; in particular we have (N E , 0) > 1 (see, e.g., [C] ). We now recall the definition of the L-function of E. The trace of the Frobenius endomorphism is given, for p N E , by a p (E) = p + 1 − #E p (F p ), where #E p (F p ) is the number of projective points on the reduction of E modulo p. Extending the definition of a p (E) to the set of primes p | N E by setting
if E has split multiplicative reduction at p, −1 if E has non-split multiplicative reduction at p, 0 if E has additive reduction at p, the L-function of E is defined as the Euler product
Here, for all p N E , α E (p) and β E (p) are complex numbers satisfying β E (p) = α E (p), |α E (p)| = |β E (p)| = 1 and α E (p) + β E (p) = a p (E)/ √ p. Moreover, in the remaining cases, that is when p | N E , α E (p) and β E (p) satisfy α E (p) = a p (E)/ √ p and β E (p) = 0. Thus L(s, E) satisfies the RamanujanPetersson conjecture; in particular we have |α E (p)|, |β E (p)| ≤ 1 for all primes p. Note that with the above normalization the critical strip of L(s, E) is 0 < (s) < 1. Expanding the product (1.2), we define the sequence {λ E (n)} ∞ n=1 as the coefficients in the resulting Dirichlet series:
By the impressive work of Wiles [W] , Taylor and Wiles [TW] , and Breuil, Conrad, Diamond, and Taylor [BCDT] , we know that there exists a cuspidal newform f E of weight 2 and level N E such that L(s, E) = L(s, f E ), that is, L(s, E) is a modular L-function. In particular, it follows that L(s, E) has an analytic continuation to the complex plane and that L(s, E) satisfies the functional equation where E = ±1 is the root number of E. We are interested in the quadratic twists 4) of the fixed elliptic curve E. It is clear that we can, by a change of variables, assume that d is square-free. We furthermore restrict our attention to twists by integers d satisfying (d, N E ) = 1 and note that for such d the conductor of The quantity we are interested in is the weighted 1-level density of low-lying zeros of the family of L-functions attached to the quadratic twists E d of the fixed elliptic curve E. Given a (large) positive number X and a test function φ, we introduce the 1-level density for the single L-function L(s, E d ) as the sum
Note that L is chosen so that for d ≈ X, the sequence γ d L 2π of normalized low-lying zeros arising from (say) γ d ≤ 1 has essentially constant mean spacing (recall that by a Riemann-von Mangold type theorem as in for example [IK, Thm. 5.8 
The quantity D X (E d ; φ) is very hard to understand for individual elliptic curves. However, when we consider averages over families of quadratic twists the situation becomes much more tractable. To allow a maximally detailed analysis of the the 1-level density, we first consider the family 2 {E d : (d, N E ) = 1} which clearly contains an abundance of repetitions.
3 Hence we introduce the following weighted 1-level density
1 It is not essential for our results to assume ECRH at this point. However, ECRH is of course crucial for enabling a spectral interpretation of our results. 2 This family contains elliptic curves with both signs in the functional equation. We choose not to separate the family into even and odd signs in order to keep the statement of our main results as concise as possible. A similar analysis can give the corresponding results also for the even and odd families.
3 Allowing repetitions in the family in order to make the analysis manageable is not a new strategy; cf., e.g., [Y2, FM] .
where w(t) is an even nonnegative Schwartz test function having positive total mass (which morally restricts the sum to d X) and
Note that any given zero occurring in (1.7) will be repeated infinitely many times. However, since φ and w are rapidly decaying, most zeros will not be given a large total weight in the outer sum. Indeed, a zero that is given a large total weight necessarily originates from a curve with small conductor, but such zeros are on average quite far from the real line and thus cannot give a large contribution to the 1-level density. Quantities analogous to D(φ; X) have been studied by Goldfeld [G] , Brumer [B] , Heath-Brown [H-B] and Young [Y2] , in order to obtain conditional bounds on the average rank of elliptic curves in certain families. One can reinterpret their results as asymptotic estimates for D(φ; X) when the support of φ is appropriately restricted; the larger the allowable support is, the better the resulting upper bound on the average rank becomes.
To predict an asymptotic for D(φ; X), Katz and Sarnak [KaS2, KaS3] associate a given (natural) family F of L-functions defined over a number field with a corresponding family of L-functions defined over a suitable function field. By an analysis of the function field family, they predict that the low-lying zeros of the L-functions in F behave like the eigenvalues near 1 in a related compact Lie group G(F) of either unitary, orthogonal or symplectic matrices. In our case the symmetry group G(F) is O(N ), and the Katz-Sarnak prediction takes the form
where
The analogous prediction on a closely related family has been checked by Katz and Sarnak [KaS1] , for a restricted class of test functions.
The Katz-Sarnak prediction on D(φ; X) is given in terms of statistics of random matrices, and one can ask whether random matrix theory can predict other features of zeros of L-functions, such as possible lower order terms in (1.9). It turns out that for test functions φ whose Fourier transform has restricted support, Young [Y1] has shown that, in certain families of elliptic curves, lower order terms of order (log X) −1 do exist in the 1-level density. Moreover, these terms cannot be explained using random matrix theory. Such lower order terms have also been found in families of quadratic twists of a fixed elliptic curve [HMM] . The limitations of random matrix theory for making predictions on statistics of L-functions have also been observed in other contexts, most notably in predictions for moments [KeS1, KeS2] .
An extremely powerful conjecture was put forward by Conrey, Farmer and Zirnbauer [CFZ] , which predicts estimates for averages of quotients of (products of) L-functions evaluated at certain values. A variant of this conjecture implies a formula for D(φ; X) which contains the Katz-Sarnak prediction, lower order terms and an error term of size at most O ε (X −1/2+ε ) (see [HKS] ). Other variants of the conjecture imply very precise estimates for many other L-function statistics [CS] .
The Ratios Conjecture's prediction in our family contains the following modified weight function, on which we will expand in Section 2. Given the even nonnegative Schwartz weight w(t), we define
(1.10)
Moreover, throughout this paper the symbol * d indicates that the sum is restricted to square-free values of d. We now state a precise consequence of the Ratios Conjecture (Conjecture A.5). The proof of Theorem 1.4 will be given in Appendix A. Theorem 1.4. Fix ε > 0. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with conductor N E . Let w be a nonnegative Schwartz function on R which is not identically zero and let φ be an even Schwartz function on R whose Fourier transform has compact support. Assuming GRH 4 and Conjecture A.5 (the Ratios Conjecture for our family), the 1-level density for the zeros of the family of L-functions attached to the quadratic twists of E coprime to N E is given by
where * indicates that we are summing over square-free d, the functions L, W and w are defined by (1.6), (1.8) and (1.10) respectively, L s, Sym 2 E is the symmetric square L-function of E (cf. [S] ), and the function A α,E is defined by (A.14) (see also (A.7), (A.8), (A.12) and (A.13)). The implied constant in the error term depends on E, φ and w.
Remark 1.5. One can, for any K ∈ N, rewrite (1.11) in the form
for some constants c j (φ, w, E). Indeed, Lemma 2.8 implies that the first term on the right-hand side of (1.11) is of the desired form. As for the second, making the change of variables u = tL/2π, truncating the resulting integral at the points u = ± √ L and expanding the expression in square brackets into Taylor series around zero gives the desired expansion.
One of our main objectives is to give an estimate for D(φ; X) with an error term of size at most O ε (X −1/2+ε ), for test functions whose Fourier transforms have small support. Our first main theorem shows that we can obtain such an estimate with an error term that is significantly sharper than the error term appearing in the Ratios Conjecture's prediction (cf. Theorem 1.4). Theorem 1.6. Fix ε > 0. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with conductor N E . Let w be a nonnegative Schwartz function on R which is not identically zero and let φ be an even Schwartz function on R whose Fourier transform satisfies σ =sup(supp φ) < 1 2 . Then the 1-level density for the zeros of the family of L-functions attached to the quadratic twists of E coprime to N E is given by 13) 4 In this paper, GRH denotes the Riemann Hypothesis for ζ(s), L(s, E) and L(s, Sym 2 E) for every elliptic curve E over Q.
5 Note that the first two terms on the right-hand side of (1.12) coincide with the Katz-Sarnak prediction.
where * indicates that we are summing over square-free d, ψ N E is the principal Dirichlet character modulo N E , the functions L, W and w are defined by (1.6), (1.8) and (1.10) respectively, and
for each m ≥ 1. The implied constant in the error term depends on E, φ and w.
The techniques used to prove Theorem 1.6 are inspired by the work of Katz and Sarnak [KaS1] . The main tools we use, which were pioneered by Iwaniec [I] in this context, are Poisson summation and the Pólya-Vinogradov inequality. The key to obtaining an error term sharper than the Ratios Conjecture's prediction is to allow repetitions in our family, and to use the smooth cutoff function w.
Remark 1.7. Theorem A.2 shows that the sum of the second and third terms appearing on the right-hand side of (1.13) matches the sum of the second and third terms appearing on the right-hand side of (1.11), up to an error which is at most O ε (X −1+ε ). Therefore, Theorem 1.6 agrees with the Ratios Conjecture's prediction, but is even more precise. This result should be compared with the main theorem of [FM] , in which the authors obtain an estimate for the 1-level density in the family of all Dirichlet L-functions, which is more precise than the Ratios Conjecture's prediction. Remark 1.8. It is possible to improve the estimate in Theorem 1.6 in certain ranges of σ by using Burgess's bound. We have chosen to carry out this improvement in a separate paper [FPS] .
In the next theorem we show that ECRH implies a formula for D(φ; X) with a sharper error term, which in particular doubles the allowable support for φ. Theorem 1.9. Fix ε > 0. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with conductor N E . Let w be a nonnegative Schwartz function on R which is not identically zero and let φ be an even Schwartz function on R whose Fourier transform satisfies σ =sup(supp φ) < 1. Then, assuming ECRH, the 1-level density for the zeros of the family of L-functions attached to the quadratic twists of E coprime to N E is given by
(1.14)
The implied constant in the error term depends on E, φ and w.
In Figure 1 , we compare the exponent of X in the error terms of Theorems 1.6 and 1.9 by plotting η(σ) and θ(σ) as functions of σ =sup(supp φ).
Finally, we study the weighted 1-level density averaged over square-free values of d:
This quantity is more natural to study than D(φ; X), since there are no repetitions. However, the estimate we obtain for the error term is weaker, and we are not able to surpass the Ratios Conjecture's prediction in this case.
Theorem 1.10. Fix ε > 0. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with conductor N E . Let w be a nonnegative Schwartz function on R which is not identically zero and let φ be an even Schwartz function on R whose Fourier transform satisfies σ =sup(supp φ) < 1. Then, assuming the Riemann Hypothesis (RH) and ECRH, the 1-level density for the zeros of the family of L-functions attached to the square-free quadratic twists of E coprime to N E is given by
where * indicates that we are summing over square-free d and the functions L and W * are defined by (1.6) and (1.16) respectively. The implied constant in the error term depends on E, φ and w.
Remark 1.11. One can remove the assumption of RH in Theorem 1.10 by proving an unconditional version of Lemma 2.10 with a weaker error term. Note that this modification does not affect the overall result.
Remark 1.12. Using similar techniques to those used to obtain Theorem 1.10 but splitting the family according to the sign of the functional equation, one can improve both the allowable support of φ and the quality of the error term in the main theorem 6 of [HMM] .
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Preliminaries
We begin this section by showing that the Mellin Transform Mw(s) has very nice analytical properties, which will be useful later. Recall that w : R −→ R is a fixed nonnegative even Schwartz function which is not identically zero. . In [HMM, (2.35) ], the restriction on the sum over primes should read p 2 +1 ≤ X 2σ , since in [HMM, (2.31) ], g(log p 2k+1 /2L) is zero outside this range.
Accounting for this, [HMM, (2.35) ] results in the error term X − 1 2 +σ (log X) 6 . Note also that the main term in [HMM, Theorem 1.1] is not correct as stated. Indeed, the third term on the right-hand side of [HMM, (1.5) ] is the integral of a function which has a simple pole on the contour of integration. is a holomorphic function of s = σ + it except for possible simple poles at non-positive integers, and satisfies the bound
for any fixed n ∈ N, uniformly for σ in any compact subset of R, provided s is bounded away from the set {0, −1, −2, . . . }.
Proof. Note first that since w is Schwartz, the integral ∞ 0 + x s−1 w(x)dx converges absolutely and uniformly on any compact subset of {s ∈ C : (s) > 0}. To give an analytic continuation of Mw(s), we integrate by parts:
which by absolute and uniform convergence of the integral shows that Mw(s) is a holomorphic function for σ > −1 except possibly for a simple pole at s = 0. Iterating this process n times we obtain the formula
This shows that (2.1) holds, and that Mw(s) extends to a holomorphic function on C except for possible simple poles at s = 0, −1, −2, . . .. Here we used that the integral ∞ 0 + x s+n−1 w (n) (x)dx converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of (s) > −n, due to the fact that w is Schwartz.
Remark 2.2. The proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that Mw(s) is holomorphic at s = −n when w (n) (0) = 0, and has a simple pole at this point otherwise.
Lemma 2.3. Define the even smooth function w : R \ {0} → R by
Then w(x) decays rapidly as x → ∞, and we have that
Remark 2.4. Note that w(x) blows up near x = 0. Indeed, it follows from (2.2) and our assumptions on w(x) that w(x) x −1/2 as x → 0.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. For (s) large enough, we have
The result follows by analytic continuation.
2.1. Weighted character sums. The following estimate is central in our analysis of D(φ; X).
Lemma 2.5. Fix n ∈ N and ε > 0. We have the estimate *
Remark 2.6. In particular, taking n = 1 in Lemma 2.5 gives
an estimate which will be useful in the proof of Theorem 1.6 and in Appendix A.
Remark 2.7. Lemma 2.5 applies equally well when N E is replaced by any nonzero integer (not necessarily the conductor of an elliptic curve).
Proof of Lemma 2.5. First note that w(t) is even, and hence *
Using Mellin inversion, we write
We first consider the case when n is not a square. In this case L(s, · n ) is holomorphic at s = 1, and thus we can shift the contour of integration to the left:
Mw(s)X s ds.
Here 0 < ε < 1/4 is fixed (note that the integrand might have poles on the line (s) = 0). We then apply the convexity bound [IK, (5.20) ], which for non-principal χ reads
where q is the conductor of χ. Combining this with Lemma 2.1 yields the bound
Indeed, we have the bound
and the two other products over primes are bounded in a similar fashion. The proof of this case is completed by combining these estimates with (2.3).
As for the case where n is a square, we again shift the contour of integration to the left, picking up a residue at s = 1. Note that in this case
and hence the contribution of the pole at s = 1 is given by
By Lemma 2.1, the shifted integral is ε,w R (|t| + 1)
The proof is finished by combining this estimate with (2.3) and by noting that Mw(1) = w(0)/2.
The next lemma is used to understand the first main term in the 1-level density (see for example (1.11) or (1.13)).
Lemma 2.8. Fix ε > 0, and assume the Riemann Hypothesis (RH). We have the estimate
Proof. The proof follows closely that of Lemma 2.5. One writes *
4) and pulls the contour of integration to the left until the line (s) = 1/4 + ε. Note that under RH, the only poles of the function
in the region 1/4 < (s) ≤ 2 are at s = 1 and at s = 1/2. The value of the residues of the integrand in (2.4) are obtained from a straightforward computation.
Remark 2.9. One can pull the contour of integration further to the left in (2.4), and obtain an unconditional estimate with an error term of size O ε,E (X ε ). This estimate will contain terms of the form
with ρ running over the nontrivial zeros of ζ(s).
We also prove a version of Lemma 2.5 which will be important in the analysis of D * (φ; X).
Lemma 2.10. Fix n ∈ N and ε > 0. Under the Riemann Hypothesis (RH), we have the estimate
Proof. Since w(t) is even, we have *
An application of Mellin inversion and a straightforward calculation shows that
In the case when n is not a square, L(s, · n ) is holomorphic at s = 1. We can thus shift the contour of integration to the left until the line (s) = 1 4 + ε, since by the Riemann Hypothesis, the zeros of ζ(2s) all have real part at most 1 4 . We apply the estimates [IK, (5.20) ], [MV, Thm. 13.23] and Lemma 2.1 together with the rapid decay of Mw(s) on vertical lines (rather than following the proof of [MV, Thm. 13 .24] directly), to obtain, for some C > 0,
+ε .
In the case where n is a square, the proof is similar, except that the integral we are interested in is given by
Shifting the contour of integration to the left until (s) = 1 4 + ε, we pick up the residue from the simple pole at s = 1 and arrive at the formula
8 Remark 2.7 also applies here.
The error term comes from the same reasoning as before, except that we used the convexity bound for ζ(s) instead of that of L s,
2.2. The Explicit Formula. The fundamental tool to study the 1-level density is the explicit formula; we will use Mestre's version [Me] . Recall that L = log(N E X 2 /(2πe) 2 ).
Lemma 2.11 (Explicit Formula). Let φ denote a Schwartz function whose Fourier transform has compact support. For d square-free with (d, N E ) = 1, we have the formula
Proof. Recall that
Note that since (d, N E ) = 1 and d is square-free, Proposition 14.20 of [IK] 
We take Φ(s) := φ( −iL 2π (s − 1/2)) in the explicit formula on page 215 of [Me] , which applies to any weight 2 newform on Γ 0 (N E d 2 ) . This yields the formula
where the function F (x) is such that
In (2.7) we have used the identity
To show this identity, note that since
is defined up to permutation). We have that
gives us the desired choice of Φ(s), and (2.6) follows.
Corollary 2.12. We have the following formulas for the 1-level densities we are interested in (see (1.7) and (1.15)):
(Recall the definition of w given in (1.10).)
Proof. The idea is to sum (2.6) over the desired values of d required to obtain D * (φ; X) and D(φ; X), against the smooth weight w( d X ). The first identity follows immediately from (2.6). For the second identity, note that for any integer ≥ 1,
This follows from the fact that L(s, E d ) and L(s, E 2 d ) have the same nontrivial zeros, since (x, y) → (x, y) induces a bijection between the groups E 2 d (F p ) and E d (F p ) for any p dN E . Hence,
Finally, by applying (2.6) and noting that
we deduce (2.9).
The prime sum in D(φ; X)
The goal of this section is to study the second prime sum appearing in Corollary 2.12, that is the term
where S odd and S even contain respectively the terms with odd and even m. In Appendix A, we will see that S even appears as is in the Ratios Conjecture's prediction (see Theorem A.2). Bounding S odd constitutes the heart of the paper, and sets the limit for both the allowable support for the test function φ as well as the size of the error term in Theorems 1.6 and 1.9. Our analysis is inspired by that of Katz and Sarnak [KaS1] , who used Poisson summation to analyze such a quantity. This will be done in Lemma 3.2, but we first show that the terms with odd m ≥ 3 are negligible. In this section, we do not indicate the dependence on φ and w of the implied constants in the error terms.
Lemma 3.1. Fix ε > 0. Assuming that σ := sup(supp φ) < ∞, we have the bound
Proof. After noting that
p , this is a direct application of Lemma 2.5, combined with the bounds |α E (p)|, |β E (p)| ≤ 1 and Remark 2.6.
We now adapt the arguments of [KaS1] .
Lemma 3.2. Fix ε > 0. Assuming that σ := sup(supp φ) < ∞, we have the following:
,
Proof. First note that the terms with p | 2N E in S odd are negligible, since by Lemma 2.5 we have the bound
Note also that by the definition of w(x), we have for p 2N E the identity *
Recall that α E (p) + β E (p) = λ E (p). Therefore, by Lemma 3.1 we have that
In the last expression we have removed the terms with k > 10 log X, since by the rapid decay of w(t), their sum is (we write c E :
We now introduce additive characters using Gauss sums. These characters have the advantage of being smooth functions of their argument and will thus allow us to use Poisson summation. For p an odd prime and Y > 0 we write (see [D, Sections 2 and 9] for the definition and properties of the Gauss sum τ (χ))
Our expression for S odd is now
Notice that we removed the terms with p | since they are all zero. This can be seen from the last expression using the orthogonality of · p , and is even more apparent in (3.2). We are ready to apply Poisson summation in (3.3):
which yields the expression
Note that as s runs through the integers and b runs through a complete residue system modulo p, the variable t := sp − b runs through all integers (the fact that ( , p) = 1 is crucial here). In other words, the following map is a group isomorphism:
Combining this with the fact that
, we obtain
Lemma 3.3. Fix ε > 0. We have the bound
Proof. Letting M = 1 + max(10, ε −1 ), we have by the rapid decay of w that
Lemma 3.4. Fix K ∈ N and ε > 0. If σ :=sup(supp φ) < ∞, then we have the bound
Proof. We split the sum over p into two parts, cutting at the point X 1 2k+1/2 . To bound the first of these sums, we first note that
and hence, writing c E := N E /(2πe) 2 ,
For those k for which 2σ < (2k + 1/2) −1 , we have already covered the whole range of values of p (for X E 1). For the remaining values of k, we bound the rest of the terms p > X 1 2k+1/2 using the Pólya-Vinogradov inequality, which reads
We then have
Treating the terms with t < 0 in a similar way, we conclude that the second part of S 2,K , that is the sum over K ≤ k ≤ 10 log X with K := max(K,
This concludes the proof.
Remark 3.5. In the proof of Lemma 3.4, we could have used Burgess's bound to improve our estimate on the sum with p ∈ X 1 2k+3/4 , 1 2k+1/2 ) for some k ≥ 1. However, we have chosen to carry out this improvement in a separate paper [FPS] .
Proposition 3.6. Fix m ∈ N and assume that 1 2(2m+1) ≤ σ =sup(supp φ) < 1 2(2m−1) . Then, for any fixed ε > 0, we have the bound
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and 3.3, we have that
Note that for X large enough in terms of E, the support of φ imposes the condition p ≤ X 1 2m−1 −η for some fixed η > 0. Hence, all terms with k ≤ m − 1 in the above sum are identically zero. We then apply Lemma 3.4 and obtain the bound
Remark 3.7. Notice that for σ < ,1−2σ)+ε is always at most O ε,E (X −3/5+ε ), which is sharper than the Ratios Conjecture's prediction. Moreover, if the support of φ is very small, then this error term is O E (X −1+δ ) with a very small δ.
In Proposition 3.9, we give a sharper bound on S odd , which is conditional on ECRH. We first give a standard application of ECRH.
Lemma 3.8. Assume ECRH. We have, for m ∈ Z =0 and y ≥ 1, the estimate
is modular, and hence it admits an analytic continuation to the whole of C and has an Euler product and a functional equation. It is therefore an L-function in the sense of Iwaniec and Kowalski, and thus [IK, Thm. 5.15 ] takes the form
The result follows by trivially bounding the contribution of prime powers.
Lemma 3.9. Fix ε > 0 and K ∈ Z ≥0 , and assume ECRH. If σ =sup(supp φ) < ∞, then we have the bound
Proof. We will show that for 0 ≤ k ≤ 10 log X, we have
,−1+σ)+ε , from which the lemma clearly follows. Notice that we have added back the primes dividing 2N E , since by a calculation similar to (3.4), their contribution is
We now apply Lemma 3.8. Note that p = 1+i 2 χ 0 (p) + 1−i 2 χ 1 (p), where χ 0 and χ 1 are respectively the trivial and the nontrivial character modulo 4. Using this fact and applying Lemma 3.8, we have
We first treat the terms in R for which X 1−ε 2k+1 < p ≤ m(X). Denoting the sum of these terms by R 1 , we have
9 In the case K = 0, we adopt the convention that min(−1 +
Performing integration by parts, we obtain the bound
For any fixed M ≥ 1 and x ∈ [X 1−ε 2k+1 , m(X)], we have
from which we obtain
,−1+σ)+ε , since k ≤ 10 log X. For those k for which 2σ < ,−1+σ)+ε .
Moreover, for 1 2 ≤ σ < 1, we have S odd ε,E X −1+σ+ε . Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.6, except that we substitute Lemma 3.4 with Lemma 3.9.
We summarize the findings of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.11. Fix ε > 0. Then, in the range σ =sup(supp φ) < 1 2 , we have the following unconditional bound:
where η(σ) = − max(
10 Moreover, if we assume ECRH, then, in the wider range σ =sup(supp φ) < 1, we have the improved bound
10 Note that the domain of this function is (0,
).
Proof. The unconditional bound follows directly from Proposition 3.6, and the conditional bound follows from Proposition 3.10.
We are now ready to complete the proof of our main result.
Proof of Theorems 1.6 and 1.9. By Corollary 2.12 and (3.1), we have
Moreover, Theorem 3.11 shows that we have S odd ε X η(σ)+ε unconditionally, and that under ECRH we have S odd ε X θ(σ)+ε . We conclude the proof by applying Lemma 2.5 and Remark 2.6 to S even , yielding the estimate
4. The prime sum in D * (φ; X)
In this section, we study the prime sum appearing in (2.8), that is
where again S * odd and S * even denote respectively the sum of the terms with m odd and even. Throughout, we do not indicate the dependence on φ and w of the implied constants in the error terms.
We first give an estimate for S * odd , showing that the terms with m ≥ 3 are negligible. Lemma 4.1. Fix ε > 0, and assume RH. Denoting by [a, b] the least common multiple of a and b, we have
Proof. We first see that
, and so Lemma 2.10 implies that
The same lemma also implies the bound
The claimed formula follows from using the identity µ 2 (d) = s 2 |d µ(s) and interchanging the order of summation.
We now follow the arguments of [KaS1] .
Lemma 4.2. Fix ε > 0. Assume RH and ECRH, and suppose that σ := sup(supp φ) < ∞. Then, for any S ≥ 1, we have
Proof. The starting point is Lemma 4.1, in which we will bound the terms with s > S using ECRH. Applying Lemma 3.8 and a routine summation by parts, we obtain that
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.2, the main ingredient being Poisson Summation.
We now handle the terms with s ≤ S in S * odd .
Lemma 4.3. Assume ECRH, fix ε > 0 and suppose that σ := sup(supp φ) < ∞. Then, for any 1 ≤ S ≤ X 2 , we have that
Proof. We first add back the primes dividing 2sN E , at the cost of an error term which is
We then follow the steps of Lemma 3.9. The sum we are interested in equals
where (write c E := N E /(2πe) 2 )
11 This range can be replaced by 1 ≤ S ≤ X M , for any fixed M ∈ N. However, the important range for our analysis
from which we obtain the bound
We summarize the current section in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Assume RH and ECRH, and suppose that σ := sup(supp φ) < 1. Then, for any fixed ε > 0, we have the bound
Proof. Take S = X 1−σ 2 in Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.
Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.10.
Proof of Theorem 1.10. The desired result follows directly from Corollary 2.12, Lemma 2.10 and Theorem 4.4 (cf. the proof of Theorems 1.6 and 1.9).
Appendix A. The ratios conjecture's prediction
The lower order terms in the 1-level density for the family of quadratic twists of a given elliptic curve E with prime conductor and even sign of the functional equation was computed by Huynh, Keating and Snaith in [HKS] using the Ratios Conjecture techniques of [CFZ] and [CS] . In this appendix we perform the corresponding calculations in the context of our weighted family of all quadratic twists coprime to the (not necessarily prime) conductor N E of the given elliptic curve E. Throughout this section we assume the Riemann Hypothesis for all L-functions that we encounter. As in Sections 3 and 4, every error term in this section is allowed to depend on φ and w, but we now allow an additional dependence on E.
Theorem A.1. Fix ε > 0. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with conductor N E . Let w be a nonnegative Schwartz function on R which is not identically zero and let φ be an even Schwartz function on R whose Fourier transform has compact support. Assuming GRH and Conjecture A.5 (the Ratios Conjecture for our family), the 1-level density for the zeros of the family of L-functions attached to the quadratic twists of E coprime to N E is given by
where * indicates that we are summing over square-free d, the functions L, W and w are defined by (1.6), (1.8) and (1.10) respectively, L s, Sym 2 E is the symmetric square L-function of E (see (A.10)), and the function A α,E is defined by (A.14) (see also (A.7), (A.8), (A.12) and (A.13)).
Rewriting the rather complicated expression for the function A α,E , we obtain the following alternative formula for the sum of the second and third terms appearing in Theorem A.1.
Theorem A.2. Fix ε > 0. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with conductor N E , and let φ be an even Schwartz function on R whose Fourier transform has compact support. We have the following expression for the sum of the second and third terms appearing in Theorem A.1:
where ψ N E is the principal Dirichlet character modulo N E and the function L is defined by (1.6).
Remark A.3. The proof of Theorem A.1 can, with only minimal changes, be turned into a proof of the corresponding result for the weighted family of all square-free quadratic twists coprime to the conductor N E of the given elliptic curve E. We record this result (combined with Theorem A.2) here for convenience: Let E, w, φ and ε be as in Theorem A.1. Assuming GRH and Conjecture A.5, the 1-level density for the zeros of the family of L-functions attached to the square-free quadratic twists of E coprime to N E is given by
where the functions L and W * are defined by (1.6) and (1.16) respectively.
Remark A.4. We prove Theorems A.1 and A.2 for Schwartz test functions φ for which the Fourier transforms have compact support. This is a more restricted class of test functions than is typically used in results based on the Ratios Conjecture. However, this class is more than sufficient for our purposes in the present paper. Let us also point out that even though we could, with more work, prove Theorem A.1 for a larger class of test functions, we are at present not aware of any proof of Theorem A.2 which avoids the assumption that the test functions φ have compactly supported Fourier transforms.
A.1. Proof of Theorem A.1. To begin, we derive the appropriate version of the Ratios Conjecture. Thus we consider the sum
In order to rewrite the expression for R(α, γ) we recall two well-known formulas. The first formula is
where µ E is the multiplicative function given by
and ψ N E is the principal Dirichlet character modulo N E . The second formula is the approximate functional equation for L(s, E d ):
where xy = d 2 /(2π). As a part of the Ratios Conjecture recipe, we will in the following calculations disregard the error term and complete the sums (i.e. replace x and y with infinity). Following [CFZ] , we replace the numerator of (A.1) with the approximate functional equation (A.3) (modified as above) and the denominator of (A.1) with (A.2). We will focus on the principal sum from the approximate functional equation in (A.3) evaluated at s = 1 2 + α, which gives the contribution
to (A.1). We also have to consider the sum coming from replacing the dual sum from the approximate functional equation (the second sum in (A.3)) in (A.1), namely the sum
However, the next step is to replace the root numbers in (A.5) with their expected value when averaged over the family. In this family the expected value of the root numbers is zero; thus we replace R 2 (α, γ) by zero.
Finally, since there are only finitely many primes dividing N E , it is clear that the factor ζ(1 + 2γ) will account for the divergence of the term 1 p 1+2γ in (A.9). Hence we can write
where .12) and
is analytic as α, γ → 0. Thus the Ratios Conjecture for our weighted family of elliptic curve L-functions is given by:
Conjecture A.5. Let ε > 0 and let w be a nonnegative Schwartz function on R which is not identically zero. Let δ > 0 and suppose that the complex numbers α and γ satisfy −1+δ 4
where Y E (α, γ) is defined in (A.12) and A E (α, γ) is defined in (A.13).
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We require the family average of the logarithmic derivative of the L-functions L(s, E d ) in our calculation of the 1-level density. Thus we differentiate the result of Conjecture A.5 with respect to α. First we define
(A.14)
Lemma A.6. Let ε > 0 and let w be a nonnegative Schwartz function on R which is not identically zero. Suppose that r ∈ C satisfies 1 log X (r) < 1 4 and (r) X 1−ε . Then, assuming ECRH and Conjecture A.5, we have that
Proof. We have that
which gives the main term in (A.15). The fact that the error term remains the same under differentiation follows immediately from a standard argument based on Cauchy's integral formula for derivatives.
Proof of Theorem A.1. We recall from (2.10) that
Hence, by the argument principle, we have that
4 . For the integral on the line with real part 1 − c, making the change of variable s → 1 − s and recalling that φ is even, we find that it equals
Also, using the functional equation (1.5) and (A.6), we obtain
Hence, from (A.17) and (A.18) and making the change of variable s = 1/2 + r, we have that (A.16) becomes
We bring the summation inside the integral and substitute
with the right-hand side of (A.15). Note that this substitution is a priori valid only for r with (r) < X 1−ε . However, since φ is assumed to have compact support on R, it is clear that φ iLr 2π
is rapidly decaying as | (r)| → ∞. This fact, together with standard estimates of the logarithmic derivative of L-functions in the half-plane (s) > 1 2 (see, e.g., [IK, Thm. 5 .17]), make it possible to bound the tail of the integral in (A.19) (where we cannot apply Lemma A.6) by O ε X −1+ε . Furthermore, applying the same tools to bound also the tail of the integral in (A.20), we arrive at .20) We now move the contour of integration from (r) = c − 1/2 = c to (r) = 0. However, the function 2 − ζ (1 + 2r) ζ(1 + 2r) + L 1 + 2r, Sym 2 E L 1 + 2r, Sym 2 E + A α,E (r, r) − X E d (1/2 + r)
has a pole at r = 0 with residue 1. Thus, by Cauchy's Theorem, we have that 
φ(x/L)e −x 1 − e −x − φ (0) e −x x dx Recall that when p | N E , we have α E (p) = λ E (p). Hence we find, using (A.22), (A.23) and the identity λ E (p 2e ) − λ E (p 2e−2 ) = α E (p) 2e + β E (p) 2e (for p N E ), that (A.24) becomes
Combining this with the proof of Theorem A.1 and Remark A.7, we obtain 1 2π R φ tL 2π
φ(x/L)e −x 1 − e −x − φ (0) e −x x dx . On C the summations inside the integral in (A.27) converge absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets. Hence we can interchange the order of integration and summation and we have that (A.27) becomes
Finally, we change the contour of integration from C to the line (u) = 0. This is possible since we are assuming that φ has compact support on R and since the entire function φ(z) := R φ(x)e 2πixz dx satisfies the estimate |φ(T + it)| ≤ 1 2π|T | R φ (x) max(1, e xLc ) dx, uniformly for − Lc 2π ≤ t ≤ 0, as T → ±∞. We conclude that (A.26) equals
Lemma A.8. Let ε > 0 and let p be a fixed prime. Then we have that *
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.5 (with n = p 2 ) and Remark 2.6 that if p N E , then *
Combining (A.28) and Lemma A.8, we have that (A.26) becomes (A.30) From the bounds |α E (p)|, |β E (p)| ≤ 1 and W (X) X (together with the assumption that φ has compact support), we have that the error term in (A.30) is at most O ε (X −1+ε ). Finally, noting that
we find that (A.30) equals
which together with (A.25) and Lemma 2.5 and Remark 2.6 (as in the proof of Theorem 1.6) concludes the proof of Theorem A.2.
